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Abstract
Purpose – This study aims to focus on creating sales capability as part of new product development (NPD). The aim is to define generic
requirements for building sales capability as a part of NPD and to propose a necessary process by defining key activities for sales readiness.
Design/methodology/approach – An inductive and qualitative research method was used to construct a sales capability creation process based on
a current state analysis in seven companies.
Findings – The results indicate that the status of companies’ sales-related planning varies during the NPD, and the related activities are not
systematically managed. Considering sales early is necessary to enable a smooth and cost-efficient start of sales, and to avoid unnecessary delays
and problems in other functions. At the same time, the companies recognise the need for improvement.
Originality/value – This paper presents a potential process including systematic activities for creating sales capability in conjunction with product
development, which is novel to the literature. The proposed process is applicable in aligning industrial company needs.
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1. Introduction

Time-to-market is a key requirement for the success of new
product development (NPD) projects (Chen et al., 2005;
Alfonso et al., 2008; Zidane et al., 2018). However, time-to-
market is deficient as it only measures the lead time of an NPD
project, when also other capabilities (manufacturing,
packaging, invoicing, etc.) need to also be considered.
Traditionally customer needs and demand initiate the NPD
process, and also company’s internal strategy, technologies and
capabilities are increasingly important drivers (Harmancioglu
et al., 2007; Majava et al., 2013), especially product
development capabilities (Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss,
2001; Yan et al., 2021). Successful NPDneeds to consider two-
fold information and knowledge flows, from later life-cycle
phases to the fuzzy front end (Design for Excellence) (Lehto
et al., 2011) and also from NPD to later life-cycle phases
(Capability Creation) (Tolonen et al., 2017).
NPD process has a key role in the entire product lifecycle

(Lahtinen et al., 2019). Logically, all the decisions made during
NPD affect the costs and quality of the product and the
processes in later maintenance and ramp-down phases (Ulrich
and Eppinger, 2008), regardless of whether those are decisions
within the NPD process or not. Most of the company’s key
processes need to be built and aligned with the product already
during the NPD (Filippini et al., 2004), involving cross-
organisational functions and their capabilities to improve NPD
performance (Kang et al., 2020).

Systematic and early inclusion of cross-organisational
functions, particularly sales, in terms of considering capabilities
is deficiently addressed in the literature and lacks insights.
Literature on product market launch (Kuester et al., 2012) and
generally marketing literature (Tynan and McKechnie, 2010)
focus on the customer perspective in introducing new products,
and do not discuss offering full solutions for internal sales
activities. In addition to NPD, a seamless sales process is a vital
part of the business. When companies introduce new products,
sales capability is critical to be planned and created alongside
the NPD to enable as efficient sales as possible (Jobber and
Lancaster, 2009). This importance has been well-recognised,
but possible sales planning-related processes as part of the
NPD have not been widely discussed in the previous literature
(Malshe and Biemans, 2014). Sales-related planning should
be a part of a well-organised NPD, and it should also consider
the requirements of the company’s sales process. NPD process
and the sales process need to be well-aligned to achieve the
maximumbenefits (Barczak andKahn, 2012).
Capability creation-related processes form a part of a

systematically managedNPD (Isoherranen andMajava, 2018).
In the capability creation (CC) concept the planning and
building of all the key capabilities related to the key processes
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are started during the early phase of the product development
to ensure efficient project implementation and successful
product manufacturing, sales and maintenance right from the
beginning (Tolonen et al., 2017). However, based on earlier
related research by Tolonen et al. (2017) and Verrollot et al.
(2017), supply chain capability creation (SCCC) process and
supply capability creation (SCC), such CC processes have not
yet been recognised in the industry as a systematic way to build
capabilities during NPD. The same applies to sales capability
creation (SaCC), including the capabilities of both, the sales
organisation (Guenzi et al., 2016) and the entire company
supporting sales. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
provide insights on the systematic and specific creation of sales
capabilities as a part of or parallel to NPD and to consider a
related process to effectively involve relevant customer
knowledge and the needs of sales. The objectives of the study
are organised through the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1. What are the cornerstones to support creating sales-
related capabilities during theNPD?

RQ2. What is the current state of creating sales-related
capabilities during theNPDphase?

RQ3. How can systematic SaCC be described as a process?

We initiate our qualitative study by a literature review on the
sales process, NPD process, their key connections, and the
NPD-related organisational set-up to provide foundations
(RQ1) for our empirical study. After the literature review, we
generated a set up for semi-structured interviews (Bryman and
Bell, 2011) in our case companies to outline their current
activities of creating sales-related capabilities during the NPD
phase, and to clarify how their NPD management teams and
roles are organised (RQ2). Finally, the paper describes how the
sales capabilities are built during the NPD processes. Insights
are provided to the current practices, and a SaCC process
description is proposed and validated, including the key
activities (RQ3).

2. Literature review

2.1 Sales process and new product development process
Simplest way to define selling is by describing it as the function
that makes the sale. It includes complex processes, principles,
techniques and tasks (Jobber and Lancaster, 2009). Sales
process is a process involving a series of defined steps that
enable sales force to work systematically and efficiently:
increase margins and make more sales. Sales process is most
commonly defined in 5–8 steps (Moncrief and Marshall, 2005;
Jobber and Lancaster, 2009). When using the traditional seven
steps of selling, the following are included: prospecting, pre-
approach, approach, presentation, overcome objections, close
and follow-up (Moncrief andMarshall, 2005).
Product development capabilities generate the market

success (Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss, 2001) and NPD is as
good as the NPD process is (Harmancioglu et al., 2007). NPD
process aims to refine product ideas up to the product launch,
including product design and operations planning
(Harmancioglu et al., 2007). NPD process has several
definitions, but one of the well-known is the stage-gate system

by Cooper (2011) having business management approach in
his model. In the stage-gate system, the key stages are idea
generation, scoping, building a business case, development,
testing and validation and launch. Another common, content
driven method, is by Ulrich and Eppinger (2008), consisting of
planning, concept development, system-level design, detail
design, testing and refinement and production ramp-up stages.
Well-defined key performance indicators (KPIs) and pre-

defined targets are important to evaluate, if the product is ready
to proceed to the next steps (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008;
Cooper, 2011; Barczak and Kahn, 2012). Without gates, the
NPD follow-up and efficiency of the stages cannot be ensured
(Kess and Haapasalo, 2002). One of the best practices relating
to company processes is a common NPD process that
overarches across the company (Haapasalo and Kess, 2002).
Similarly, one of the best practices relating to
commercialisation is the cross-functional teams making the
decisions concerning the key functions, including sales
(Barczak and Kahn, 2012). Product development team is,
hence, an integral part of any NPD project. The presence of
sales, design and manufacturing in the project team are
essential (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008).

2.2 New product development and sales process co-
operation
Companies focus on improving their NPD processes as an
answer to turbulent markets, to gain the benefits of efficient
time-to-market (Majava et al., 2013). The NPD process must
support activities that aim towards the commercialisation of
new sales items (Carrillo and Franza, 2006; Lehto et al., 2011).
However, time-to-market requirements must also be in line
with the capabilities of the company to support long-term
company success (Ellwood et al., 2017). In a systematic NPD
process, there must be requirements related to sales (Lehto
et al., 2011). Cooper’s (2011) stage-gate model includes
general requirements, such as preliminarymarket assessment in
the scoping phase and competitive analysis in the stage of
business case building. In the following gate (go to
development), for example, preliminary sales plans are
reviewed and approved, and product development can start. In
the testing and validation stage, trials such as trial sell are done.
In the last product development-related gate, the product is
ready to launch with full commercialisation including market
launch. Voice of the customer needs to be involved throughout
the entire NPDproject (Cooper, 2019).
Sales has a role in providing field-level intelligence to the

NPD process (Morgan et al., 2019; Sundquist and Melander,
2021). Sales help research and development (R&D) to connect
with key customers and supports in finding the best trial
partners. Some companies have specific customer management
organisation to analyse and provide complex customer
knowledge for NPD (Kinnunen et al., 2014). Sales also
introduce the new products to the customers (Malshe and
Biemans, 2014). Cooperation between the NPD and the sales
has a significant positive effect on the overall project
performance (Kang et al., 2020). It is studied that the
cooperation of R&D and sales in the concept and product
development stages is critical for the product success (Ernst
et al., 2010). Proactive use of the salesforce is an integral part of
the opportunity identification process. It also enables the
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integration of customer’s voices into product development and
increases customer satisfaction and operating profits (Gordon
et al., 1997). Sufficient sales force resource allocation to NPD
projects correlates critically with total NPD performance
(Cooper et al., 2004a). Similarly, well-executed sales-related
tasks (e.g. trial selling) heavily affect the total performance of
the company (Cooper et al., 2004b). Nevertheless, systematic
studies of sales contribution during all NPD stages are scarce
(Malshe and Biemans, 2014; La Rocca et al., 2016):

Literature highlight: It is one-way information and knowledge flow to provide sales
process’s needs and requirements to NPD, but it also requires the flow towards the
opposite direction to generate responses (capabilities) for sales, maybe even by a
different process.

2.3 Capability creation during new product
development
Supply chain integration to NPD has an impact on
performance (Caniato and Größler, 2015). Tolonen et al.
(2017) defined SCCC process-related pre-requirements based
on a model used in the electronics industry. Verrollot et al.
(2017) further defined SCC process-related key activities based
on six different companies, representing several industries.
SCC can be considered as a part of the SCCC in a similar way
as production and logistics capability creation (Tolonen et al.,
2017). Similarly, previous studies have suggested that creating
capabilities in product development for customer care are
essential for success in themaintenance phase (Isoherranen and
Majava, 2018).
Earlier studies have found that sales and supply chain

alignment should be started as early as possible in the NPD
process (Van Hoek and Chapman, 2007). Customer inputs
have a vital role in the prototyping of the product (Tih et al.,
2016) and should be part of the NPD process as early as
possible (Cooper, 2019.) Sales capabilities have a positive
relationship with the performance of the company (Guenzi
et al., 2016) and themarket share (Brahmane, 2014). However,
the process of creating sales capabilities during the NPD has
not been defined in the earlier literature. The process to
describe the activities should be in line with previous research –

alongside the SCCC process during the NPD process. Overall,
well-defined and controlled key processes are generic

requirements for SaCC. In the product process, a working
NPD process is needed so that several business processes can
be incorporated. Key stages of the process, including the key
gates, is essential (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). One generic
requirement for SaCC is the support of the structures of the
organisation and the NPD team, which need to support the
SaCCprocess implementation (Tolonen et al., 2017):

Literature highlight: Previous research recognises the benefits of considering the
sales capabilities in NPD, but it does not explain how to build sales readiness and
capabilities as a part of NPD process.

2.4 Synthesis
Company key processes need to be defined to support the
optimum way of working and to achieve time-to-market-,
quality- and cost-related targets (Cooper, 2011). NPD process
and sales process are two of these key processes. The
organisation needs to support these processes: cross-functional
teams from all parts of the organisation need to support the
NPD process and the sales-related planning during the NPD
(Barczak and Kahn, 2012). It can be said that cooperation
between sales and NPD is essential for time-to-market, costs
and quality. Figure 1 illustrates the interrelation and integration
between the NPD process and sales process as can be
synthesised based on the literature.
Needed tasks for sales-related planning and SaCC must be

clearly defined and agreed in the beginning of the NPD project,
for each of the project phases. Stage-gate model or similar
milestone model with detailed tasks will support defining and
agreeing the tasks (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). As detailed
activities, planning of the sales objectives, the product concept
and the sales strategy are critical in the sales planning. A
preliminary market launch plan and preparation of the
salesforce and distribution, customer service and support and
pricing need to be defined before the trial sell. After
implementing themarket launch plan, it is essential tomeasure,
control and adjust the plan according to customer needs and
markets (Cooper, 2011). In any case, there must be a balance
between the speed of time-to-market and the capabilities and
processes of the company to avoid negative consequences in the
longer time frame (Ellwood et al., 2017; Zidane et al., 2018):

Figure 1 Sales capability creation process aligned with NPD process, interacting with sales process
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Literature highlight: NPD process, sales process and organisational structure are
required to support efficient and systematic building of the sales-related capabilities.

3. Research process and method

An inductive and qualitative research method was applied to
study the current NPD, sales and SaCC practices of seven
companies and to construct a SaCC process model. The
research process is illustrated in Figure 2.
The literature review consisted of analysing the current

literature on the sales process, NPD process and their
interaction. The literature review also assisted in creating the
interview questionnaire to support the empirical investigation.
The empirical data were collected via semi-structured
interviews (Bryman and Bell, 2011) in seven companies.
Variable size companies with expectedly different process
maturities were selected based on their motivation to develop
their SaCC during NPD. This selection was intentional to
reveal a variety of challenges. All the selected companies act in
high-tech business, where the importance of creating sales
capability already during theNPD is critical in the light of time-
to-market requirements (Homburg et al., 2017; Veldhuizen
et al., 2006). One to four key persons from each company were
interviewed (Table 1). The interviewees were selected with
snowball sampling (Bryman and Bell, 2011) within the
companies, to cover the key persons having needed knowledge

related to SaCC. Basic general questions were first asked to
understand the companies’ sales and NPD processes, the
general questions also included the structure and roles of the
NPD project management team. More detailed questions that
followed included, asking about the sales requirements in NPD
and the process of considering sales requirements in NPD.
NPD process inputs to the sales process and other
requirements inNPDwere also queried. The interview sessions
were carried out face-to-face, except in two companies, who
opted for virtualmeetings. Each interview session lasted 1–2h.
All the information from interviews and the literature review

were analysed by the means of content analysis, which usually
consists of data collection, coding, analysis of content and
interpretation of the results (Duriau et al., 2007). The
transcripts of the interviews were carefully read though to
create an initial understanding of the data. Notes of the
readings were listed to outline all the insights. The transcripts
were read through three times to extract all the interviewees’
comments relevant to the sales capabilities. SaCC activities
were identified fromboth the interview data and the literature.
The SaCC-related activities were identified based on the five

categories by Vorhies and Morgan (2005), namely, giving
salespeople the training they need to be effective, sales
management planning and control systems, salespeople selling
skills, sales management skills and providing of effective sales

Table 1 Description of the companies and the interviewees

Company Size� Type of business Roles of the interviewees

A Small Designing and manufacturing of electronic components Sales manager
Head of product creation
Field application engineer

B Medium Designing and manufacturing of customised electronic products Senior application specialist
C Large Designing and manufacturing of mechanical power transmission equipment Vice president of R&D

Key account manager
Head of product lifecycle management

D Small Designing and manufacturing of electrical devices and solutions for medical operators Sales and marketing manager
R&D director

E Large Manufacturing of high-end medical equipment Product manager
Area export manager
After sales director
Programme manager

F Large Leading provider of heavy equipment in its industry Director, Business processes and IT
Sales Support and Process Manager
Vice President, Technology
Manager of Engineering

G Large Component manufacturer of electromagnetic products Product manager
Production manager

Note: �According to the definition of the European Commission

Figure 2 The research process
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support to the sales force. Only the product-related skills of
these five categories were used and the two skills-related
capabilities were scoped out. The two were scoped out as they
were seen as human resource management-related issues.
Research team also included sales capability-related activities
as one additional category.
After identification of the activities, they were transformed

into codes. The codes from the interviews and the current
literature were categorised according to the six stage-gate
process stages, namely, feasibility study, project planning,
concept development, integration, piloting and launch. The
obvious ones were placed to correct stages (0–5) of the NPD
process presented by Cooper (2011), but the remaining codes
were left over for further discussion to ensure correct
placement. The categorisation of information was discussed
within the research team to ensure common understanding and
interpretation.
In the next phase, all the codes were connected according to

similarities. Duplicate codes were eliminated and partially
overlapping codes were either integrated or divided into
separate codes. Then, the final codes were formulated as SaCC
process activities. Initial descriptive names were given for each
activity. The activities possible to be generalised were fine-
tuned and summarised and final definitions for the activities
were given.
The SaCC process definition was created based on the codes

from the interviews and the coded findings from the earlier
literature. Two workshops were held within the research team
to organise all the remaining unclear activities to correct stages
and finetune the process, after which the initial SaCC process
was proposed. The proposed process was presented to the
participating companies and feedback was collected and
analysed to ensure the validity and to finally adjust the process
accordingly.
The studied companies consist of companies of various sizes

and high-tech industries. Company A designs and
manufactures electronic products and has its markets in
different industries. The company is growing fast, and its
internal processes and their role are being increasingly
emphasised. The company has sales offices and a presence in all
the key continents. Company B designs and manufactures
customised electronic products for customer applications in
several industries and research areas. The company has
research, production and sales under the same roof and several
distributors around the world. Company C designs and
manufactures special equipment and offers related services.
The company is smaller than many of its competitors, and
therefore works closely with its customers to meet their specific
needs. The company provides extremely customised products
with a flexible and fast product development process as its main
competitive advantage. Company D is a small company with
tens of distributors for its product in markets around the world.
The company sells electrical devices and solutions for several
types of operators in the industry area. Company E
manufactures high-end equipment for one business area. The
company has customers in more than 100 countries, different
customer types ranging from private workers to bigger
companies. Majority of the sales is conducted via local
distributor networks with hundreds of distributors. Company F
is the world’s leading provider of products and systems in its

own industry, with a big variation in its customers. Big part of
the company’s revenue comes from service and maintenance,
the company having hundreds of service points in tens of
countries. Company G is specialised in the production of high-
tech products to its customers’ solutions. The company has
customers in three different business areas and sales
representatives in all continents.

4. Results

4.1 Current state of new product development and sales
in the analysed companies
4.1.1 New product development and sales processes
NPD process is one of the backbones in all the analysed
companies. Key tasks for each project phase, including KPIs,
are defined and seen as essential. Documentation practices,
communication between the participating organisations and
ensuring the co-operation throughout the project form the basis
for goodNPDprocesses. All the companies have working NPD
process descriptions in place. Also, the companies have some
form of evolution of a stage-gate model in use as part of their
NPD processes. The number of the stages varies from three to
six, depending on the company. The stages conform
substantially with the NPD process descriptions found in the
literature, as described by an interviewee:

“[In company A] we have these 6 stages: discovery & planning, opportunity
validation, feasibility study, product creation, testing & validation and launch.
We might have some limitations or additional requirements for basic NPD process
from framework agreement with customers.”

As an example of more detailed findings relating to the NPD
processes, Company D has a well-defined stage-gate process in
place, but as a smaller company, it is yet to include clear
responsibilities and ownerships. Company C agrees about
some gaps in its NPD process, for example, that key suppliers
could be more connected in the company’s NPD projects.
Company B, on the other hand, does not have sales or sourcing
teams involved in the NPD process-related work. It has
partially caused a situation where, for example, product-related
specifications and costs are not so well in control due to the lack
of price, demand and delivery volume information inNPD.
Importance of an efficient sales process is well-recognised in

all the companies. The sales process itself is mainly well-
defined and includes good elements that cover sales plans and
measurements/control of the sales with relevant KPIs. Roles
and, for example, sales channels are included, to cover
technical restrictions in certain market areas or customers as
the necessary background information sales. The sales
processes of six out of seven companies have the same basic
elements in place as defined in the literature for the traditional
type of sales process.
These six companies have from three to six key phases in

place in their sales process, including some specific attributes.
Interviewee of theCompany B described these attributes as:

“In our sales process a software-based control ensures that sales personnel follow the
protocol. In addition to that, the sales personnel also work on understanding the
customer needs and try to support the NPD process at the early stage.”

Company A has a relatively strong sales process compared to
the size of the company’s business and has divided it into five
sub-processes. Company C, on the other hand, is working
closely with each customer, who are original equipment
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manufacturers in the industry. The company has detailed and
clearly defined sales process because of the importance of the
customer relationship in the joint venture type of development
projects. Contrary to the other six companies, Company E does
not have a defined sales process in use at all. It was a significant
finding because the company sells its products to more than
100 countries and the end-users vary a lot. Company E
representative clarified this as:

“We do not currently have a structured sales process or sub-processes defined, at
least in the European market area. The sales process is flexible and adapted to
customers’ needs, many different paths can lead into the same result.”

4.1.2 Structure of the new product development project
management teams
According to the interviewees, the structure of the organisation
and the alignment of different key units affect the
implementation of new processes in the companies.
Organisational structure also supports NPD work and efficient
start of the sales. Agreeing a detailed team and responsibilities
related to sales already in NPD supports in managing the sales-
related activities throughout the entire NPD. Setting up info
channels and communication/reporting with the whole NPD is
seen as important. It is also essential that the organisational
structure supports the NPD with all the sales scenarios, both in
trials and after the market launch. NPD project management
team is the key in building the aforementioned capabilities.
The interviewed companies have some variations in the

structure of the NPD project management team. Most of them
have a defined, wide representation of all key organisations in
NPD projects, but some exceptions also exist. Size of the NPD
project management team varies from four to eight
representatives, based on the company’s organisational
structure and size. One interviewee defined the company’s sales
representation inNPDmanagement as follows:

“[In company D] we have sales well presented in the NPD management team and
have a good interworking with R&D, supporting consistent and efficient
bidirectional information flow.”

Some specific differences exist between the companies. CompanyA
has project-based, defined key roles for participating in the
management of NPD projects, including sales representation
because of variating projects. Because Company B is relatively
small, it has its NPD projects managed by the company’s
management team. In Company E, sales representatives are
involved only in the management of the biggest NPD projects, and
in CompanyG, roles have been agreed a bit differently: the product
manager is taking customer feedback, and lead engineers to take
care that customer requirements are included to developmentwork.
However, there is no representation of sales in the NPD project
management team in Company G. On the other end of the scale,
Company F is a large global company, and it has built both the
steering team and the technical team in its NPD project
management.

4.1.3 Relationship of the key processes and roles
NPD and sales have their own roles in the companies’ business.
Compared to process activities and roles defined in the
literature, the companies had also some differences and
interesting details in their ways of working. As an example,
Company A is using two different databases for sales and
product development personnel, which causes problems in

information sharing. Additionally, the sales personnel are not
involved in the company’s lessons learned practices, which
makes the gap in information sharing even bigger. In Company
B, the continuous co-operation practices between NPD and
sales are admitted as weak.
For example, Company D has good interworking between

the sales and product development processes: bidirectional
information flow between the product development and sales
process, and structured requirement gathering activities are
well-defined. Sales readiness is also built during the NPD
process. An interviewee from company D describes the tasks by
sales as:

“Sales provide important customer and market analysis information for the product
requirements and provides also additional information such as product feedback and
possible improvement ideas to product development. The product development
provides feedback, product-related support and tools for the sales organisation.”

In Company E, NPD projects currently work closer to sales
than in the past, together they innovate and gain feedback from
each other to match commercial requirements with the
technical ones. The company also has a four-phase process for
considering and finally approving sales requirements in NPD.
To the other direction, NPD key inputs to sales are technical
information packages, product training sessions to sales and
distributors. After product launch, the company’s website
and brochures are the key info channel from NPD towards
sales and at the same time directly to end customers.
Company F has a good connection between the sales and

NPD processes, which is created also with several tools and
systems. One interviewee of Company F defined the current
practice as follows:

“To ensure fluent communication, we have created a tool that supports the
alignment of the sales process and the NPD process. It works as a sort of checklist.
In this tool, for every NPD phase there is an equivalent phase for the sales process,
including defined actions.”

As part of NPD projects, Company F has regular sales and
operations planning meetings, where the issues between sales,
production and delivery capability are systematically processed.

4.1.4 Sales capability creation
SaCC-related activities are currently carried out in the
interviewed companies as part of sales process, NPD process or
some other process or not done at all. The need for a systematic
process in creating sales capabilities duringNPDwas, however,
recognised. As an example, the interviewee of Company A
explained the current sales capability considerations:

“Currently sales capability creation can be seen to take place in two phases in the
NPD process: when updating the NPD possibility and limitation checklist and
when gathering lessons learned from the NPD process.”

Based on the interviews, there are some specific findings related
to SaCC-related tasks. A key problem in Company B’s SaCC is
that some of the capability creation-related critical connections
from R&D to sales, such as training for sales organisation on
the technicality of the products, have not been built. Company
C has a detailed sales process description including also the
most important SaCC aspects. This is mainly because of the
close co-operation with the customers in each project.
CompanyC representative described the situation as:

“Sales capabilities are built as a project by sales manager in close co-operation with
R&D and product line management. Sales manager is also communicating with
the customer.”
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Company F has a checklist type of description for ensuring the
building of sales-related capabilities duringNPD. In addition, a
systematic SaCC process development is in planning. The
company is starting a pilot project that integrates different
business processes through a product data management
system.
As summary, the companies have some good practices in

place for systematic SaCC, starting with market analysis,
setting specific cost and price targets and estimated delivery
volumes. Some companies are putting the product information
to an automated system, to give feedback about the product to
R&D. Some are also providing sales training, as well as
preparing the sales materials and documentation. Several
practices are in place, but differently, in different companies,
some havingmany aspects in use, some less.

4.1.5 Current state synthesis
The basics of the key processes are in place in the studied
companies. NPD processes and sales processes generally work.
However, key elements are missing in organisational co-
operation, relationships among the processes and some process
parts missing. Some companies have noticed the need for the
missing elements and realised their significance.
The definition of SaCC process is missing in almost all the

analysed companies. Proper planning of the sales-related tasks
and key activities during each stage of the NPD process would
support building the sales capabilities during the product
development, and at the same time in giving customer feedback
to product development through organised sales functions and
processes.
Certain tasks that relate to SaCC are done, and

communication between sales and R&D is generally in a good
level. However, systematic management of creating sales
capability is weak. Before the product development starts, it is
important to define, when and how the responsibilities between
sales and other organisations will be agreed, when a sales plan is
needed and how sales-related information and trials are
managed from the sales viewpoint:

Empirical finding: The results indicate that NPD process, sales process and NPD
organisational structure can support the creation of the SaCC process. However,
the status of sales-related planning during NPD varies in companies, and the
related activities are not systematically managed. The companies recognise the need
for related improvement (Figure 3).

4.2 Sales capability creation process
The proposed SaCC process is bases on the literature review
and the empirical analysis. The developed SaCC process also
applies the NPD process along Cooper’s (2011) stage-gate
model. The relevant pre-requisites to implement the SaCC
process include well-applied NPD and sales processes, and an
organised NPD project management team to support the work
and to ensure the stage results in each gate review. With these
pre-requisites, the proposed SaCC process can be applied in
the operativemanagement of the companies.
Figure 4 presents the process landscape, the SaCC process

aligned with the NPD process and with constant interaction
with the sales process. Sales start to engage with the NPD
process through the SaCC process during the feasibility study
phase and continue the interaction with the entire NPDprocess
up to the launch stage, to have the sales capability in place
before the sales process.
Figure 5 illustrates the developed SaCC process and the

related activities owned by the NPDmanagement team in each
NPD stage. All the stages 0–5 are the same as in Cooper (2011)
has in his NPD process. In the developedmodel, each stage has
a gate G0-G5 for SaCC. In each of these stages, the activities
listed in Figure 5 are finalised and the status of the activities are
checked. All the activities referring to literature are marked in
Figure 5 to separate the empirically based on those activities
presented in the literature. The activities have been
supplemented based on the interview data, to finalise the SaCC
process.
In the “Sales targets” (Stage 0), the basic planning of the

sales objectives and strategy are addressed before Gate 0:
“Initial communication within the company.” In the “Initial
sales plan” (Stage 1), the work proceeds to Gate 1: “First
version of the sales enabling plan.” The “Operative sales plan”
(Stage 2) includes establishing a team and agreeing
responsibilities to manage the sales of the product, setting up
the information channels and communication/reporting with
the entire NPD team and other necessary parties. Basic sales
data are also defined in the systems for the first time, and sales
channels are planned. KPIs related to sales are needed before
proceeding to the following stage. “Sales enabling plan” is
finally ready inGate 2.
In the “Detailed sales plan” (Stage 3), details related to sales are

defined and also sales are planned for all delivery models. Order

Figure 3 According to empirical findings, SaCC process should locate beside NPD process in new product development
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handling capability is built simultaneously, and productmaster data
need to already support the sales process. The sales organisation is
prepared to take orders, and feedback channels between sales and
product development are ensured. Customer support management
is also planned, and the first sales documentation is prepared. In
Gate 3, a “Detailed sales plan” is ready.
In the “Piloting sales” (Stage 4), the sales process is validated

with necessary trials. The sales plan is also fine-tuned, and sales
materials are finalised. After this, the sales organisation is
prepared to support new product sales with all sales scenarios,
and the responsibilities to manage the sales after product launch

are agreed. In Gate 4, the “Sales is ready for market launch.” In
the “Sales plan finalisation” (Stage 5), market launch is
implemented according to the plan, and as being measured,
controlled and adjusted with the KPIs, the best practices and
lessons learned are important to be documented before the
systematicGate 5, “SaCC finalisation” (post-launch review).
Based on the validation feedback in the participated

companies the proposed process could be feasible in the
studied companies. SaCC-related activities need to be aligned
with the entire NPDprocess and be included as part of the daily
way of working. It is necessary to understand that the defined

Figure 4 The sales capability creation process aligned with the NPD process. The SaCC process gives inputs to the sales process and the sales process
provides requirements and communicates needs to the NPD process
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Figure 5 Key activities in each stage of the sales capability creation process
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SaCC process may need to bemodified based on company size,
the company’s NPD process, and the type of products to be
developed. In a large company, all the key activities are valid to
be considered, but some may not be necessarily mandatory to
be used in smaller companies. Each stage can be combined or
divided according to the company’s current set of NPD stages
to ensure the usability of the process, which may be the case,
especially in smaller companies. The entire process is aimed to
be used with the initial product development, which means a
product that goes through the wholeNPDprocess. The process
ismodifiable also for smaller development projects.

5. Discussion

Efficient NPD and sales can be enabled by systematically
managed processes. As a result of the systematics, in an ideal
situation, the sales will be ready to sell the product according to
its full potential immediately after the NPD phase. However,
the related company-wide capabilities and their
implementation have been described with deficient details in
the previous literature. Hence, this study aims to describe how
to manage SaCC during NPD, including the necessary pre-
requisites and the systematicmanagement of the SaCC:

Research highlight: Sales capability refers to the organisation’s preparedness to sell
the product effectively over its entire lifecycle. The sales capability creation (SaCC)
process aims at the systematic building of this capability right from the beginning of
new product development. The process takes place parallel to the NPD process, and
it is managed by the sales organisation.

The findings indicate that key cornerstones to support the
creation of sales-related capabilities during the NPD include
well-defined and inter-functional NPD and corresponding
sales processes, which both have their roles and responsibilities
clearly defined. One of the key cornerstones involves also the
cross-functional organisational structure, where the NPD
management team includes the sales representation.
The current state of creating sales-related capabilities during

the NPD varies to a certain extent in the analysed companies.
Some of the analysed companies have relatively good SaCC
process elements in place, including checklists for each NPD
process gate, and simultaneously have some rather light
practices in place for systematic SaCC. As a starting point, one
of the analysed companies was targeting to reach a fully
working SaCC process, but none of the companies were yet to
apply one. The significance of the potential SaCC process was
well-understood by all.
The results indicate that SaCC could be handled

systematically with a process proposed in this study. The
process includes key activities for each stage of the NPD
process before each of the defined gates. The described 32
activities in a total of six stages can be adjusted to be used based
on stages in each of the applying companies. The larger the
company, the more activities are necessary to be used when
systematically creating sales capability.
The novel contribution of this study involves presenting a

potential SaCC process to be used by companies to create
sales-related capabilities during the NPD process. The other
scientific implications of this study involve supplementing the
current literature by describing the current status of SaCC
during NPD in true companies. The introduced SaCC process
provides a new contribution to Lehto et al. (2011), Malshe and
Biemans (2014), La Rocca et al. (2016) and Cooper (2019) by

filling the missing information of detailed activities during the
sales-related planning in NPD. This study offers a solution on
internal sales activities to support customer perspective in
product market launch (Kuester et al., 2012) and generally
marketing (Tynan and McKechnie, 2010). The process is also
in line with Kess and Haapasalo (2002), Ulrich and Eppinger
(2008) and Cooper (2011) and by following the stage-gate
logic. However, this study brings new elements into the
utilisation of the stage-gate model when building the sales-
related capabilities duringNPD. The introduced SaCCprocess
is an analogical continuum to the presented SCCC process
(Tolonen et al., 2017) and SCC process (Verrollot et al., 2017).
The process is also in line with related research (Barczak and
Kahn, 2012; Isoherranen and Majava, 2018) highlighting the
importance of creating maintenance phase capabilities already
duringNPD.
The managerial implications include providing an

understanding on how practitioners can use the proposed
SaCC process in managing their sales-related activities
during product development, and to create the necessary
capabilities. Companies can potentially decrease their time-
to-market, improve quality and reduce unnecessary costs by
applying the systematic method and by acknowledging the
sales perspective early. NPD can also potentially be made
more efficient by managing the described tasks during the
NPD stages so that sales will be ready to its full potential at
the point of product launch. The presented process can be
tailored according to the needs of the company by adjusting
the stages, activities and the detailed roles and
responsibilities, to correspond with the company NPD
process and the sub-processes.
The limitations of this study include the number of the

analysed companies and the analysed industrial high-tech
context. Also, the proposed SaCC process has not been
applied in companies yet to its full extend and the resulting
feedback of the real use remains limited. Nevertheless, the
process and its applicability were initially validated together
with the companies. Further validation would strengthen the
results of the study. The other limitation involves the aspect
that all the studied companies used the traditional types of
sales and NPD processes, including stages and gates. In
principle, the results of the study can be used also with other
kinds of processes (e.g. dynamic sales processes or agile NPD
processes), but may require further analysis. Hence, the
results cannot be fully generalised to all industries and
companies, but further studies are needed. However, the
results of this study can be used as a reference point, when
building a SaCC process in any industry, particularly because
of the provided insights.
Future research is needed to cover more companies and

includes different types of industries. The further focus on
SaCC duringNPD and the experiences of using the introduced
process provides plenty of opportunities for valuable future
research. For example, it could be beneficial to include
marketing- and care-related literature and empirically study
the benefits of combining marketing capability creation with
the SaCC. Also, the capability creation area necessitates
analysing which industries and process areas can be applied to
give themost global and societal benefits.
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